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Will people pay for better infrastructure after a natural disaster?
Mineta’s report explores resistance to taxation for hardened defenses—even after disaster has
struck.
San Jose, CA – March 1, 2016 – When Superstorm Sandy struck the East Coast in October of
2012, a seemingly perfect test case occurred of a population that had seen first-hand what natural
disasters could do to a region. Researchers at the Mineta National Transit Research Consortium
surveyed New Jersey residents approximately five months after the tragedy to determine whether
residents agreed that there was a need for increased spending on infrastructure, and whether they
would be willing to pay for it via increased taxes. The responses were further divided into those
who were willing to be taxed directly via mechanisms such as a gasoline or sales tax—with a
five-year sunset provision—and those who were willing for “others” to be taxed, preferring a
hotel/recreation tax or the issuance of bonds, thereby transferring responsibility to tourists, or to
a future generation. The peer-reviewed report Funding Resilient Infrastructure in New Jersey:
Attitudes Following a Natural Disaster explains that while residents agreed that transportation
infrastructure did need to be rebuilt and improved, majorities did not support raising their own
taxes, even for small amounts or for a limited time, to pay for it. The primary author was Robert
B. Noland, PhD, who conducted the research with Marc D. Weiner, PhD, and Michael R.
Greenberg, PhD.
Dr. Noland concluded that “there seems to be—not just among New Jersey’s political elites, but
also among its mass public—a ‘kick the can down the road’ attitude toward paying for
infrastructure and maintenance.”
The study found a correlation with being “left-leaning” and being more willing to embrace one
of the “tax me” alternatives (gasoline, sales, or income tax) presented for raising revenue. A
potential limitation of the study was its lack of specifics in explaining exactly how the funds
would be used. Dr. Noland explains that “it is possible that support would be higher when survey
questions provide more detail on specific transportation investments. Many regions have passed
successful taxation referendums in this way.” He points out that further research is needed to see
if this approach would soften public attitudes toward short-term taxes to reinforce and improve
necessary infrastructure.
The need to educate the public about transportation needs is tremendous, in New Jersey and in
the nation at large; maintenance needs are increasing, as is the prospect of heightened natural
disasters due to climate change. Revenue from the federal gasoline tax is insufficient and
declining in real terms.
It is critical that those who are exploring transportation solutions determine how to explain the
connection between spending sensibly now, and being prepared when large-scale natural
disasters strike, as they always will.

The full report can be downloaded at no charge from the Mineta National Transit Research
Consortium website: http://transweb.sjsu.edu/project/1243.html
ABOUT THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Robert B. Noland, Ph.D., is a professor at the Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public
Policy, and is the director of the Alan M. Voorhees Transportation Center. He received his Ph.D.
in energy management and environmental policy from the University of Pennsylvania. He was
Reader in Transport and Environmental Policy at Imperial College London, and a policy analyst
at the US Environmental Protection Agency. He conducted postdoctoral research in the
Economics Department at the University of California, Irvine. The focus of Dr. Noland’s
research is the impact of transport planning and policy on both economic and environmental
outcomes. Dr. Noland is currently associate editor of Transportation Research-D (Transport and
Environment) and the International Journal of Sustainable Transportation; he is also chair of the
Transportation Research Board Special Task Force on Climate Change and Energy.
ABOUT THE MINETA NATIONAL TRANSIT RESEARCH CONSORTIUM
The Mineta National Transit Research Consortium (MNTRC) is composed of nine university
transportation centers led by the Mineta Transportation Institute at San Jose State University.
The Consortium was organized in January 2012 after winning a competition sponsored by the
US Department of Transportation (DOT) to create consortia tasked with “Delivering Solutions
that Improve Public Transportation.” Member universities include Bowling Green State
University, Grand Valley State University, Howard University, Penn State, Rutgers University,
San Jose State University, University of Detroit Mercy, University of Nevada Las Vegas, and
University of Toledo. Visit transweb.sjsu.edu/mntrc
ABOUT THE MINETA TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
The Mineta Transportation Institute (MTI) conducts research, education, and information and
technology transfer, focusing on multimodal surface transportation policy and management
issues, especially as they relate to transit. The Institute has been funded by Congress through the
US Department of Transportation’s (DOT) Research and Innovative Technology Administration,
by the California Legislature, through the Department of Transportation (Caltrans), and by other
public and private grants and donations, including grants from the US Department of Homeland
Security. The Institute operates from the College of Business at San José State University. Visit
MTI at transweb.sjsu.edu
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